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POSITION SUMMARY

START YOUR JOURNEY WITH US JW Marriott Marquis Hotel Dubai welcomes you to

the heart of the city's lively downtown district with modern luxury and award-winning service.

Soaring above Sheikh Zayed Road, our bustling and dynamic 5-star hotel is one of the

tallest in the world, consisting of two towers with 8 rooms and boasts awe-inspiring views

of the water and Dubai cityscape. Enjoy a swim in the outdoor pool or a workout in

the fitness center before easing tired muscles with a massage at Saray Spa. Sample the

flavors of the world at our restaurants and lounges, which offer Japanese, Italian, Indian

and Thai cuisine. For those planning an event in downtown Dubai, UAE our hotel offers ,

square feet of adaptable space, including a striking ballroom and outdoor venues. Explore,

Dubai Mall, Burj Khalifa and Dubai Opera which are all minutes away. LOVE WHAT YOU

DO EVEN MORE At JW Marriott®, treating guests exceptionally starts with the way we

treat our associates. Because we believe it takes people who genuinely love what they do to

create a truly extraordinary experience. Here at JW Marriott Marquis Dubai, we are looking

for talented individuals, to join our amazing family and in return we are able to offer you

the following: An amazing career opportunity to not just work with us but open opportunities

worldwide with our extensive portfolio of hotels. Learning opportunities with some of the best

professionals the region has to offer. We aim to promote our associates within as soon as

the opportunity arises, so we hope to see you progress your career in line with our training and

promotion schedule. A competitive salary with excellent benefits which include accommodation,

meals on duty, Transportation, and: World class training and development, including leadership
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development. Recognition programs. Discounted accommodation in over 8, hotels all over the

world. Yes, 8,! Discounted food & drink in all our restaurants and bars. Discounts for your friends

and family. Unlimited career opportunities (Internationally and locally) Medical and Life

insurance Amazing support to ensure you have all the tools you require to complete your day-to-

day tasks. OUR EXPECTATIONS FROM THE ROLE: � Worked in a laundry before� Skills

and Knowledge � Good oral and written communication skills in English� � � Able to get on

well with people from many different backgrounds� � Able to work under pressure at times� �

Ability to be versatile� � Able to do shift work� � Has knowledge of different chemicals and

fabrics� SPECIFIC DUTIES Balanced Scorecard Results: Implements strategies and

executes activities to drive and continuously improve financial results, guest satisfaction, and

human capital index and market share. Essential Functions � Ensuring his/her uniform and

name tag are worn as per hotel standard.� � Proper sorting and tagging of guest clothes� �

Using equipment – Flat presser, washing machine, dryers and dry clean machine� � �

Wash and dry guest clothes� � Pressing of guest clothes� � Folding of guest clothes�

� Using correct chemicals� � Delivering of guest clothes to guest rooms� � Attending daily

briefings and departmental meetings� � � Maintaining the cleanliness of work area� �

Arranging and organizing the laundry and linen store rooms�
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